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Dear Friends and Readers!

The 19th issue of our photo review is equally the last one for 
2015 and so I would love to grab the chance to digress a bit 
and pass the last year in revue.  

EYE-Photo Magazine started out in June 2015, it’s almost  
exactly half a year and our readership is continuously  
growing. At the time I’m writing these lines, we can count 
over fifty five thousand reader and visitors.  
This is a fantastic success to our tiny magazine and confirms 
our consistent effort to maintain quality standards at a high 
level for the benefit to our reader and our featured photogra-
pher equally.  

I would like to thank you all for your loyalty, personally and, 
of course, representatively in the name of the whole  
EYE-Team and wish you and your family a very Merry  
Christmas!! 

Roland Groebe is the photographer who is inviting us to our 
last photo review this year. 
His award winning captures are a bright mixture between  
vivid colors and contrasty black and white photos. He is  
“hunting” in the urban jungle for more than ten years and his 
instinct for motifs, contrasts and image composition is  
striking out in his captures. 

Please enjoy with us this captivating foray!

Born 1964, 
experience in street photography since 15 years,  
resident in Berlin-Kreuzberg

For me, street photography is the search for brief motifs in busy pedestrian zones, a 
kind of hunt. Driven by instinct, I try to trace after themes, connect humans and ob-
ject into a relation.  
 
Street is both, friend and foe simultaneously to me. The case after motifs in the urban 
jungle is unpredictable, spontaneous and sometimes surprising. 
 
Coincidence is the creator behind all creations. To cast an odd glance on the ordinary, 
to raise banality and its details to art and inspire the viewer with unusual perspectives.
Street photography becomes more to me than simply capturing in the urban jungle for 
me. The Street is the best show in town.  
 
Currently there are two projects I’m working on:
“Common Faith” concerns itself with the tattoo scene
“Ghost of The Memorial” has its venue at the holocaust-memorial in Berlin. 
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Please visit Roland Groebe: 

his website:
www.rolandgroebe.com 

on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/raule64 
 
other sources:

https://about.me/groebe 

https://stampsy.com/stamp/12659 

www.demotix.com/users/roland-groebe/profile

www.corbisimages.com/photographer/roland-groebe

members.nationalgeographic.com/516796591988/
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